Check It™ User Notes
WHAT DOES IT DO?
Check It makes sure the telephone line that connects your scheme to the control centre is
working. Every so often the control centre will make a test call. Check It stops this test call
reaching your scheme, and then makes a reply call back to the control centre. If the control
centre does not receive this reply the control centre operators see a warning to say there may
be a problem with the line. The operators will first try to call the scheme to speak to someone.
If they speak to you they may ask you to raise a test alarm once their call to you has ended.
Although Check it looks like a Tunstall Lifeline phone it is
very different inside. It is not designed to raise alarm calls
and is completely silent. If it is disconnected or removed the
monitoring centre operators will receive warnings saying the
telephone line is faulty.

LINE DISCONNECTED
Every time Check it receives a test call and then makes a test call in reply, it briefly disconnects
the scheme from the telephone network. Even if an alarm call is raised at exactly the same time
do not worry as the system will automatically make a second attempt to dial the monitoring
centre.
MAINS FAIL
If there is a power failure Check It will keep working using its back-up battery. If the power
is not restored for 12 hours or more, and the back-up battery is exhausted, the Check It
will stop working. However, if this happens it will still leave your scheme connected to the
telephone network.
This system relies on features available from your telecoms network provider. In the event
their service changes this may have a direct impact on the operation of this system.
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